j.ne rosi nor isecuae
alism". Accordingly, the Soviet leaders started cultivating the
more radical variety erf Arab nationalism and supported all ele-
ments whose weight could be thrown onto the scales against the
West. They saw Egypt as the best means of blocking Western
attempts to organize the Middle East, and they saw ia Nasser a
leader who had become a symbol and an inspiration to Arab
nationalists everywhere and who perhaps could be made to serve
the Soviet cause.
Events seemed to conspire to provide the Soviet Union with
the necessary opportunity. In 1955 Egypt was hard hit by a
decline in world cotton prices. This decline was brought on in
part by rumours that the United States intended to dump about
ten million bales of its surplus cotton into Western Europe at
considerably reduced prices. Since cotton made up 85 per cent
of Egyptian exports, the mere expectation of lower cotton prices
temporarily dried up Egypt's European markets and confronted
her with an exceedingly difficult situation. The cotton crisis pro-
vided the Soviet Union with an opportunity to step into the Middle
East. She offered to buy some of the Egyptian cotton and to get
her East European satellites and Communist China to purchase
the rest of the cotton that had been turned down by the West.42
42 In the case of the sale of certain items as arms, oil, etc., Soviet offers,
particularly to the developing countries of Asia and Africa, were nearly
always politically inspired. Their objective was to pull such countries
into the Soviet economic orbit and then to use government to government
trade contacts to extend and strengthen their political influence. When
an underdeveloped country in Asia or Africa had a surplus of some com-
modity which Russia was able to dispose of in its domestic economy, the
Kremlin could hold out an offer which few countries could resist, since
the country concerned received the Russian product for practically noth-
ing. It thereby could not only realize substantial foreign exchange savings,
but also trade in a commodity which otherwise would have to be destroyed
or dumped on world markets. This kind of deal put great pressure on
a government to acquiesce to any Soviet demands.
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